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Abstract 
Mathematical models for treating problems of linear viscoelasticity involving hereditary constitutive relations for 
compressible solids are discussed, and their discretization using finite element methods in space together with quadrature 
rules in time to treat he hereditary integrals i  described. The range of applicability of this type of formulation is reviewed 
in the context of geometric and constitutive linearity/nonlinearity, and the limitations imposed by the availability of 
physical data are discussed. 
One of the above models is a Volterra integral equation of the second kind. In this, when the kernel is separable, an 
established technique due to Goursat (1933) can be exploited to reformulate the problem as a system of ordinary 
differential equations. This approach will be described. For the special case of a linear viscoelastic, isotropic, homogene- 
ous, synchronous (constant Poisson's ratio) solid this method results in a complete decoupling of the space and time 
dependence. In this case the problem can be solved at each time level by solving first a problem of linear elasticity and 
then a system of ordinary differential equations for each point in the spatial mesh at which the viscoelastic displacements 
are required. The advantages, disadvantages and limitations offered by this, and various other schemes for solving 
problems of viscoelasticity as outlined below, are discussed. 
Keywords: Viscoelasticity; Voiterra equations; Finite element method 
1, Introduction 
The ever increasing use of nonmetals uch as polymers or concrete in structural engineering 
applications has stimulated a need for mathematical models, and accompanying numerical 
schemes, which can predict he response of the component to its service conditions in a reliable and 
accurate way. The principal governing equations in these contexts are always derived from 
Newton's econd law of motion. However, the key to successful modelling is the accuracy of the 
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constitutive relationship that describes the interplay between the internal forces in the materials, 
stress, and the deformation, strain. Polymers and concrete can, in many cases, display viscoelastic 
constitutive behaviour; the short-time response of such a material to an applied load is like that of 
a solid (elastic) while the long-time response is more akin to that of a fluid (viscous). In fact, these 
materials demonstrate memory in that (in the constitutive law) the current stress depends not only 
on the current strain but on the entire strain history. This suggests that the stress may be written as 
a functional of the strain, this functional being linear in linear viscoelasticity heory. 
In Section 2 we outline our interpretation of the general solid linear viscoelasticity problem for 
bounded, isotropic and compressible bodies under isothermal conditions, although it seems that 
the anisothermal case could be included without any profound difficulty. Due to the hereditary 
nature of the constitutive law the mathematical statement ofthe problem consists, in the quasistatic 
case, of a Volterra equation of the second kind, and in the viscodynamic case, of a hyperbolic 
integrodifferential equation. Therefore, the numerical modelling of viscoelastic response is tied 
directly to the numerical approximation of Volterra equations and for this we cite: [23] 
for a review of these type of equations and for a variety of numerical and analytical solution 
techniques; [4] for collocation schemes; and, [7] and, again, [23] for the Runge-Kutta 
approach. For applications pecific to viscoelasticity problems [41] describes a general finite 
element technique based upon the inverse of the constitutive relationship described above (i.e. the 
stress is now expressed as a linear functional of the strain). [8] considers the special case arising 
when determining the stress distribution in a sheet of glass being cooled on its faces and, more 
recently, [3] derives a numerical scheme for the nonlinear creep response of a polymer. We 
emphasize that these references are by no means exhaustive. For example, a glance at the reference 
list in Linz's book indicates just how vast a pool of literature xists on Volterra problems. Section 
2 also contains everal subsections illustrating certain forms that the Volterra kernel (relaxation 
function-- see the next section) can take and the simplifications, if any, that can be made in specific 
cases. 
Sections 3-5 each outline a particular discretization method for the linear problem. In Section 
3 we take the most obvious, and arguably, the most general route to the time discretization of the 
viscoelasticity problems by treating them, or their semidiscrete analogues, simply as Volterra 
equations and then employing standard iscretization methods, see e.g. [23] for a review. The 
schemes outlined in Section 4 exploit the possibility of the relaxation functions being quasisepar- 
able, as described below in Sections 2.2 and 2.4. In this case a classical method allows the Volterra 
equations to be recast as ODE problems. The method of fractional calculus is described in Section 
5. As we will see this departs omewhat from the description of constitutive models given in the next 
section (in particular (2.22), below, is altered to contain a fractional-order derivative and the 
regularity assumption contained in Assumptions 2.1 is violated). 
In the penultimate Section 6 we describe a constitutively nonlinear model for polymeric 
materials which introduces the nonlinearity through a change of time scale dependent upon the 
response history. Nonlinearity in this problem can arise in two mathematically independent ways: 
constitutive and geometric. Indications are [36] that in some cases constitutive nonlinearity sets in 
first. For this reason we do not consider geometric nonlinearity and always consider the strains as 
small. (Although see [1, 2] for a complex numerical model of an anisotropic viscoelasticity 
problem.) The nonlinear model that we describe in Section 6 derives from 1-31]. It involves achange 
in time scale which is determined from a functional of the deformation history. 
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Finally, in Section 7 we conclude with a qualitative comparison of these approaches and some 
general comments on the viscoelasticity problem. 
2. Mathematical model of linear viscoelasticity 
We consider a compressible, isotropic, linear, viscoelastic solid body, f#, occupying a region [2, 
that is loaded under isothermal conditions. The region f2 is an open bounded subset of R", for 
n = 1, 2 or 3, and 5 := [0, T ], J := (0, T ] for some real number T > 0. From Newton's second 
law of mot ion we obtain the balance of momentum as follows: for i = 1, . . . ,  n and t ~ J ,  
p u;'(x, t) - y, 
Oa u 
j=l OXj =f i (x ' t ) '  X~-~,  
u~(x,t)=O, xeFD, a~j~j=O~(x,t), xeFN, (2.1) 
Ui(X , O) = U O, X ~ ~'~, Ui(X, O) = 121 , X ~ ~'~. 
Here p is the mass density of f~; u := (u~)~'= 1 are the displacements relative to the Cartesian axes in 
R"; f := (J])~'= 1 are the body forces; g := (0~)7= 1 are the tractions; h := (fi~)~'= x the unit outward 
normal vector to FN; FD and FN form a disjoint and time independent partition of Off, with 1"o 
assumed to be of strictly positive measure; #:= (o'o)7 ' j= 1 is the symmetric Cauchy stress tensor; 
and, u °, u ~ are prescribed initial data which are assumed compatible with the boundary data at 
t=O.  
Often it is assumed that the acceleration is negligible, this yields the quasistatic force balance as: 
for i = 1, . . . ,  n and t ~ Y-, 
-- ~ OCTiJ 
j=l Oxj =fi(x,t),  xeg2, 
(2.2) 
u,(x, t) = 0, x ~ rD, ~,j~j = gi(x, t), X ~ rN. 
For problems (2.1) and (2.2) to be uniquely solvable we need closure. This must be provided by the 
physics in the form of a constitutive law relating the stress to the displacement. Under the linear 
assumption the symmetric infinitesimal strain tensor, ~ = (eo)~,j= 1, is defined by 
l (Ou ,  Ouj'~ (2.3) 
~,j(u) := ~ \Oxj + Ox,]" 
To derive the constitutive law it is usual to assume that a Boltzmann superposition of elastic 
responses may be employed. See, for exmple: 1"16, 14 or 34]. This gives two alternative, but formally 
equivalent ways of relating the stress to the strain: 
o (u;x, t) = D(x, t, t) 8(u(t)) - ~i D(x, t, s) 8(u(s)) ds, (2.4) 
= O(x, t, O) 8(u (0)) + I t O(x, t, s) g(i~(S)) ds. (2.5) 
Jo 
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We note that the equivalence may be readily observed by partial integration. Here the overdot 
denotes differentiation with respect o the history variable s; t = 0 is a reference time prior to which 
it is assumed that ff is quiescent (i.e. u(t) = 0 Vt < 0); and, we have collected the stress and strain 
components into the vectors: 
O" ~ (0" 11, 0"22, 0"33, 0"12~ 0"13, G23)T~ 
£ = (/31 1,/322,/333, 2g12, 2g13,2923) T, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
for n = 3 (the reduction to n = 2 or 1 is made in the obvious way). The factor of 2 on the shear 
strains is introduced for convenience. In the case n = 2 the relaxation matrix, D, has the form 
3) D(x,t ,s)  = 2 2 + ~ (x,t,s). 
0 0 1~/2 
(2.8) 
The elements of this matrix, 2(x, t, s) and p(x, t, s), are examples of stress relaxation functions; in this 
case they are the viscoelastic analogues to the Lam+ coefficients that appear in linear elasticity 
theory (see e.g. [19]). Also, the other linear elastic constants have stress relaxation analogues, e.g: 
K(t, s) - bulk relaxation; E(t, s) - longitudinal relaxation and G(t, s) - relaxation in shear, the last of 
which, up to a multiplicative constant, can be identified with #(t, s). These functions all have the 
same form; to describe them we can introduce a generic stress relaxation function q~(x, t, s) on the 
understanding that anything we say about q~ will apply to any of the other relaxation functions 
also. We make the following assumptions on these relaxation functions (which are physically 
reasonable): 
Assumptions 2.1. For the generic stress relaxation function q3(x, t, s) we assume: 
(i) Positive definiteness: tp(x, t,s) > 0 Vt,  t - s ~ ~--, a.e. x e t2. 
(ii) The fading memory hypothesis: q~s(x,t,s) > 0 Vt, t - s ~ ~--, a.e. x ~ f2. 
(iii) Regularity: tp(x,t,s) ~ (~3 ({0 ~ S ~ t ~ T);  ~'°m(~'~)) and in particular: Vw ~ ~2(f2) we have 
(~o,(x,t,s)w)~  ~e2(t2) Vt, t - s ~ Y-. 
And we understand that these conditions are also satisfied if the symbol q~ is replaced by any other 
relaxation function in the above. 
Equipped with the constitutive relationships (2.4) and (2.5) we can provide weak formulations of 
the viscoelasticity problem by merging each in turn with either of (2.1) or (2.2). Evidently four 
problems in all are possible but we consider only three: two quasistatic problems, rooted in (2.2), 
and one viscodynamic problem, stemming from (2.1). 
Firstly we require a trial space. Let ovgr (t2) denote the usual Sobolev space of (equivalence classes 
of) functions whose generalized erivatives of order at most r belong to 5¢2(f2). We define the 
product space: (+,'eft(f2))" := ~,°~(g2) x ... x ~( t2 ) ,  (i.e. n times) with Euclidean-Sobolev norm for 
w:= (wi)?= 1 ~ (Jf~(f2))" given by 
2 "~1/2 
Ilwll,:= ~ Y. IID'will_~:,a)] , 
i=1  Izl~<r 
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where: II • I[~to~:= (v~, ' )  is the standard La2 norm (for more on these function spaces ee e.g. [11] 
or [29]). A suitable trial (test) space for our problems is then given by 
"~:= {V ~ (~1(~"~)) n" V = 0 on I'D}. 
This fixes the spatial regularity of the solution that we seek. The temporal regularity of the 
displacements u is however highly dependent on that of the data, f and g (see e.g., [23, Theorem 
3.6]). If we assume that the components o f f  and g are all of class .~e~ (in time) then, by using (2.2) 
and (2.4), we seek, in the quasistatic displacement problem, u ~ .~e~(y; ~e') such that 
a(t,t; u(t),v) + flb(t,s;u(s),v)ds = L(t;v), Vv ~ f ,  (2.9) 
where for v, w E ~]/': 
a(t,s;w,v):= fo 2(t,s) V.w V.v + I~(t, s) eij(w) els(v) d[2, 
b(t,s;w,v):= - fo )~(t,s) V.w V.v + ft(t, s) e,j(w) e,j(v) dQ, 
L(t;v):= f f(t).vdO + fr g(t).vdF. 
N 
On the other hand, if we know that the data are sufficiently smooth we are then able to tolerate the 
higher temporal regularity requirement of (2.5) and form the quasistatic rate problem: find 
u e ~¢r~ (3-; ~e') such that 
fla(t,s;ti(s),v) ds = L(t;v) - a(t,O;u(O),v), Vv ~e-, (2.10) E 
where u(0) is obtained from the linear elasticity problem: a(0, 0; u(0), v) = L(0; v) Vv e ~.  Again we 
note, as with the constitutive r lationships (2.4) and (2.5), that we may readily move between (2.9) 
and (2.10) by partial integration. (The derivation of the bilinear forms is standard, see e.g. [20, 
Ch. 5].) 
We form a viscodynamic problem by combining (2.4) with (2.1) and then seeking u e ~2 ( j ;  ~-) 
such that 
+ a(t,t; u(t),v) + f~b(t,s;u(s),v)ds = L(t;v), Vve ~e ~, (pu"(t),v) 
(2.11) 
u(0)  = u °, u ' (0 )  = u 1. 
Our interest in the alternative viscodynamic s heme - that formed by pairing (2.1) and (2.5) - is 
limited. Problems of this type are considered in [30] and 1-25]. 
The nature of the numerical approximations to the three problems defined above are heavily 
influenced by the form of the relaxation functions. It is appl'opriate herefore, before finishing this 
section, to outline some of the special cases which, when they occur, render the problems "simpler". 
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2.1. Synchronous 
A viscoelastic material is said to be synchronous if there exist time-independent functions 2o and 
/1 o, and a generic stress relaxation function, go, such that 
go(x,t,s) - 2(x,t,s__ ) _ la(x,t,s) (2.12) 
 o(X) 
In this case 2 and/~ have exactly the same temporal behaviour and the material has a constant 
Poisson ratio. Otherwise the material is called asynchronous. If the material is both synchronous 
and homogeneous then the resulting simplification is readily established: the bilinear forms in (2.9) 
now satisfy 
a(t,s; w,v) = go(t,s)a(O,O; w,v) and b(t,s; w,v) = - (o(t,s)a(O,O; w,v), (2.13) 
where go(t, s) now denotes the x-independent relaxation function. Using the linearity of a(t, s; ", ") 
(2.9) reduces to 
a(0, 0; uE(t), v) = L(t; v), (2.14) 
where 
UE(t):= go (t, t) U (t) -- f l  gb (t, s) u(s)ds. (2.15) 
That is we have a time-dependent elasticity problem (Eq. (2.14)) for an elastic displacement field 
UE(t), and Volterra equation for the viscoelastic displacement field u(t). The physical reason for the 
separation of space and time is that the synchronous and homogeneous a sumptions imply that the 
material relaxes in the same way in all directions and at all points in the body and thus the 
viscoelastic response of the body is related to elastic responses of associated bodies. 
2.2. Separable 
The relaxation functions will be called separable if they can be expressed as the product of two 
functions, each depending only upon one time variable. Specifically: the generic stress relaxation 
function go(t, s) is separable if functions gota}(t) and gotb)(S) exist that give 
go(x, t, s) - go~a)(x, t) go~b)(x, s). (2.16) 
Or, more generally, quasiseparable if we have a finite series of such terms: 
N~o 
go(x,t,s) - Z gola'~(x,t) golbkl(X,S)" 
k=l 
If (2.16) holds this leads to the important property (neglecting x dependence): 
if ~(t):= f l  go(t, s) ds 
ft '+~ gota~(t + ~) then ¢,(t + ~) = go(t + T,s) ds + gota~(t ) gJ(t). 
(2.17) 
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This is important in forming numerical schemes because the memory requirement, and operation 
counts, remain constant throughout the time stepping. This is not the case with general Volterra 
equations ince the memory must be carried as the time-stepping advances. 
2.3. Non-ageing materials 
For non-agein9 materials, in terms of a generic stress relaxation function, we assume that the 
material properties do not change with time (at least within the time scale of interest, [0, T ]). In this 
case ~p remains unchanged under any overall time translation, that is 
~o(t + r, s + r) = ~o(t, s). 
In this case we can make the replacement: 
(2.18) 
~p(t,s) ~ ~o(t - s). (2.19) 
This implies that the history in the constitutive relationships (2.4) and (2.5), and therefore in the 
weak formulations (2.9)-(2.11), is now in convolution form. This leads to considerably more 
flexibility in designing numerical, or other, solution schemes. In particular, the Laplace transform 
may be employed to reduce the problem to a simpler parameterized elliptic problem. For 
quasistatic problems this method is known in the literature as the correspondence principle, see for 
example [16] or [10]. 
2.4. Generalized standard linear solid 
A common form for the relaxation functions (see e.g. [16, 14]) for non-ageing materials is the 
truncated Dirichlet series: 
N,~ 
~p(t) = ~ ~p/exp( - ~/t), (2.20) 
i=0  
where, to satisfy Assumptions 2.1, we require that 
Nu, 
Z ~p/>0, ~/~>0 Vi6{0, a , . . . ,N ,} .  (2.21) 
i=0  
To model a solid it is usual to take s0 = 0. If all the ~i are nonzero then the material is a fluid, see 
[16]. The basis of (2.20) is the assumption that the constitutive law satisfies, for constants {a/} and 
{bl}, 
N. ~i 0. N e 0i~ 
Z a/-gF + ao ~ = bo~ + 2 b /~.  (2.22) 
i= l  i= l  
Then, in the case N~ = N~ = 1, and al = 1, this relationship may be solved to give 
a(t) = (q~o + q)l)e(t) - el tpl ~i e-~'t'-s)e(s)ds' (2.23) 
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where the constants q~o, ~oa and 0q depend upon ao, al, bo and b~. Thus (2.20) is a natural 
generalization of this result. Clearly (2.20) is quasiseparable in the sense that each term in the sum 
satisfies the recurrence given in (2.17). An additional refinement of this type of relaxation function is 
given by assuming: 
~p(t) = ~Po exp( - (st) p) for p ~ (0, 1], (2.24) 
or a summation of such terms. This stretched relaxation function has been used by [3], but 
obviously, unless p = 1 - which coincides with (2.20) - no recurrence exists. 
2.5. Power law 
For non-ageing materials the shape of a creep curve on a log-log plot suggests that, for t away 
from 0 and oo, the following form for the relaxation function may be appropriate: 
tp(t) = q~o t -p  for p ~ (0, 1). (2.25) 
This is useful in analytical work for obtaining some insight into viscoelastic response, but the 
singUlarity is, we feel, rather nonphysical since it implies that the material has infinite stiffness at 
t = 0 and zero stiffness as t ~ oo. It would seem more realistic to consider: 
~o(t) = ~O0(t q- q)l) -p  -~- q)2, (2.26) 
where q~l and (/02 are positive constants - this removes the singularity. Clearly this form has no 
recurrence property. 
For more on elasticity theory we refer to e.g., [27] or [19] and for more on viscoelasticity: [16, 
15, 24, 10, 18]. 
In the remaining sections we will outline four numerical approaches to the viscoelasticity 
problem as described above. In each case the spatial discretization is accomplished with the finite 
element method; i.e. we replace ~ with a finite-dimensional subspace, ~e ~h, that has the approxima- 
tion property: Ilu - rcull i ~< Ch'-1 Ilull, Vu ~ ~n(~' (~2) ) " .  Here rru denotes a suitable ~h interpo- 
late to u. For temporal discretization we choose a positive integer N and fix a constant ime step 
k := T/N  (actually a constant time step is only really necessary for (3.5) below). The time intervals 
are then discretized into: 
~--k:= {ti = ik for i = 0 . . . .  ,N}, (2.27) 
and 
jk := {t, = ik for i= j ,  ... ,N} ,  0 <.j <. N. (2.28) 
Also, we denote the fully discrete approximation to u(ti) as U(tl). 
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3. Volterra formulation 
After finite element (spatial) semidiscretization of (2.9) we can take the obvious, and simple, step 
of replacing the history integral with the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration. This yields the 
fully discrete scheme: 
i 
A(ti, ti) Ui q- ~ nrijB(ti, tj)Uj =F(ti), ti~ aJ "k. (3.1) 
j=O 
In this expression the i {Uj}j=o are arrays of coordinates of the U(tj)'s (taken with respect o the 
basis of ~h) and the nr~j are the weights associated with the quadrature rule. By rearrangement (3.1) 
is a linear system: gut = C, where C is an array depending upon F(t~) and the displacement history. 
By taking k small enough the matrix K is positive definite and therefore the U~ may be uniquely 
determined by simply marching forward in i. Under appropriate assumptions the following apriori 
error bound holds: 
max I lu(t3- U(t3111 ~< C(h "-1 + k2). (3.2) 
I i E .:~7- k
For the rate problem (2.10) we employ a finite difference approximation to the time derivative. 
Setting t~t U~ := (U~ - Ui_ ~)/k we write the fully discrete scheme as 
i fttJ F, A(t,, s) ds ~3, Uj = F(t,) - A (t,, O) U(O). (3.3) 
j= l  j ,  
Again, a straightforward earrangement yields a linear system to solve at each time level. In this 
case, again with suitable assumptions, the following bound holds: 
max Ilu(t3 - U(t~)lll ~< C(h'- 1 ..]_ k2). (3.4) 
tl E .~- k 
Although this seems identical to (3.2) we should point out that the presence of the derivative in 
(2.10) means that extra temporal regularity of u is required in (3.4). 
For the viscodynamic problem, (2.11), many choices are possible. We form an implicit scheme by 
using a finite difference replacement for the inertia term, a trapezoidal summation for the history 
integral and then replace the discrete solution with a weighted average of values at three 
consecutive time levels. The scheme is then: for t~ s ~¢~, 
i 
M(?~ U, + 1 + AAU~ + E ~ijB(tl, tj) AUj = AF(t,). (3.5) 
j=0 
Here: dt2Ui+l := (UI+I - 2Ui + UI-1)/k2; AUj: = ¼ Uj+ I + ~Uj + ¼ Uj_ l; and, Mis the mass matrix 
generated by the (~2 (O)) n inner product and the basis of f-h. If we make appropriate assumptions 
concerning the approximation of the initial conditions, the following bound holds: 
max {l[u'(ti+l/2)-c3, U(t,+~)llo+h u(t,+~/2)-U(t'+~-)4-U(h) }<.C(h'+k2).  (3.6) 
l <~i<~N-- I 1 
For these results we refer, for the quasistatic problems, to 1-36-1 for (3.2), (3.4) and numerical results; 
and for the viscodynamic problem to 1-35] for (3.6) and to 140] for implementation a d numerical 
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results. An alternative discretization of (2.11) and error analysis is given by [12,1 who use the 
stencil '1½ 0 ½[. The numerical results just referred to all assume Dirichlet series relaxation functions, 
(2.20), which, due to (2.17), results in greater efficiency of the algorithms. For more general 
relaxation functions the problem of solution history storage is very serious. Quite apart from the 
demands on computer memory, the operation count at each time level can behave, in the worst 
case, as  i 2. 
TO reduce this history storage problem [37,1 have introduced a sparse quadrature method of 
approximating fairly general (but sufficiently "smooth") history terms. Their context is the para- 
bolic analogue of (2.11) which pertains to heat conduction with memory (see e.g., [28-1), for which 
a sharp, realistic, error estimate has been given very recently in [38]. However, the scheme does 
apply in principle to each of the problems discussed above and some numerical results are given in 
[34]. 
In the non-ageing case alternative solution schemes for these problems are possible, at least in 
principle, by utilizing the Laplace transform. In Brilla's article in [26, pp. 258-272,1 (see also [6,1 for 
the elastodynamic case) a variational principle for the viscodynamic problem (2.11) is elucidated for 
the transform approach. However the inversion would, in the general case, have to be performed 
numerically and this is not always easily accomplished. For this reason we do not dwell on this 
possibility. 
Finally, in this section we note that another formulation of the viscodynamic problem may be 
obtained by pairing (2.1) and (2.5), and then replacing u'(t) with u(t). Thus the equation to be solved 
now includes only first derivatives of the unknown function. The obvious discretization for this 
seems to be a Crank-Nicolson scheme coupled with a quadrature approximation to the history 
integral. However, some numerical experiments have been attempted in [34] and the results are 
completely unsatisfactory - the scheme appears to be unconditionally unstable! The reason for this 
is almost certainly the lack of an elliptic term in the equation (compare for example the results in 
[37,1). For numerical schemes that address these types of equations (with a power law relaxation 
function) we cite [30] and [25,1, each of whom connect the integrodifferential equation problem to 
the fractional calculus. 
4. ODE formulation 
An ODE formulation of viscoelasticity is available in the case of a quasiseparable r laxation 
function and is, in fact, quite closely related to the differential form of the constitutive r lation (2.20) 
in the case of a generalized standard linear solid. As we will indicate, this does not lead to any better 
methods for solving the problems, but it is a formulation which exhibits, in a slightly different way, 
certain features of the solution. We will show that, in this case, the solution can be decomposed into 
creep modes and that these creep modes atisfy systems of ODEs. This methodology is not new; it is 
based on the ideas of [17,1 with a numerical implementation f the results given by [5,1. In the case 
of a quasistatic problem, a non-ageing, synchronous homogeneous material, and a quasiseparable 
kernel, equation (2.15) becomes, with the normalization tp(t, t):= 1: 
UE(t) = u(t) -- ~ wj(t) with wi(t) = q~(a')(t) (o(bJ)(S)U(S)ds. (4.1) 
j=O 
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Thus we have, using (2.17) for any t, t - ~ e ~--, 
wj(t) - rPl"J)(t) wi(z ) + tpta')(t) (OIb~)(S)U(S)ds, j = O, ... ,N~,  (4.2) 
from which we can obtain numerical schemes by replacing the integral with a discrete quadrature 
rule. For example, one possibility is to suppose that the approximation to u(s) is linear in s in each 
time interval tt- a < s < h, l = 1, 2, . . . ,  i, which leads to an equation for an approximation to u(t~) 
at time t~. More generally, whichever scheme is used we obtain an expression for the approximation 
to u(t~) in terms of approximations to the previously computed quantities wj(t~_ x), j = O, . . . ,  N~o 
and u(t~_~), and, possibly, the first few of the quantities u(t~_~), l=  2,3, . . . ,  if high-order 
quadrature schemes are considered. This is probably the best way to solve the Volterra equation 
(2.15). However, it is interesting and straightforward to note that the functions wj(t) - the creep 
modes - satisfy a system of first-order linear ODEs. All that is required is the differentiation of(4.1) 
with respect o t to give 
,b(t) =/ jwj(t) + Gu( t )  
= fljw~(t) + C i wz(t) + CjUE(t), j = O, ... ,N~,  
l 
where 
flj = flj(t) = (PlaJ)(t) C i = Cj(t) = rplaJ)(t)(o~b~)(t), j = O, N~. 
 plo)(t ) . . . .  , 
In matrix form we have 
g,(t) = J(t)w(t)  + b(t), 
where now 
W (W~ . . . .  T T = ,ws,)  and b=(Cou[ , . . . ,Cs  u~) T 
and the matrix J is given by 
Y(t) = D(t) + c(t)e T, 
where 
D = diag(flj), c = (Co . . . .  , Cs,) T, e = (1 . . . .  ,1) T. 
For the case of a generalized standard linear solid (i.e. ~o := 0, see (2.20)) we have 
N,p N,p 
~p(t, s) = ~ ~oj exp( -  ~j(t - s)) = ~ q~a~)(t)~pl~)(S), 
j=o  j=o  
and we can take ~p~) and go ~b~) as 
rpl"J)(t) = rpj exp( -  O~jt) and ~otb~)(t) = exp(0tjt), 
so that 
= - Cj = 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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and, therefore, the matrix J is now constant in time. The properties of the solution of the system 
depend on the eigenvalues ofJ. If 2 denotes an eigenvalue, with v :/: 0 a corresponding eigenvector, 
then 
0 = (21  - J )v  = (21  - D) (v  - (e T v) (2 / -  D) -  1 c), (4.12) 
where ! is the identity matrix. From (4.12) we deduce that the eigenvalues satisfy: 
N~ Cj - 0, (4.13) 1 - eT(21  - -  D)- 1c = 1 - ~ ). + ~ 
j=0 
which is precisely the equation for the roots of the Laplace transform 0 of rp(-, 0). That is with 
N~o 
rp(t,0):= ¢Po + ~ rpjexp( - ~jt), (4.14) 
j= l  
fo  N~ 2tpj 
2(0(2)=2 tP(t'O)e-)tdt=qg°+ ~" 2+~ 
j= l  
N,p ~j = 1 - ~ Cj (4.1 5) ~Pj =1-  ~ ) .+~j  2+~j '  
j= l  /=1 
using the normalization ~p(0, 0) = 1. The fading memory hypothesis (Assumption 2.1 (ii)) implies 
that ~ has no roots in the complex half plane corresponding to Re().) > 0 which is a feature of the 
solution of (4.5) we would have anticipated. 
Hence the above indicates that instead of discretizing (4.1) and (4.2) we need only apply an ODE 
solver to the system (4.5). However, such an approach takes no account of the special structure of 
the matrix J, and for this reason it must be considered as slightly inferior to a method which 
integrates (4.1) and (4.2). In the more difficult case of a body which is not synchronous or 
homogeneous the situation is worse, now the coupling of space and time dependence in the 
equations leads to a single system of first-order equations of size N(N~, + 1) where N is the 
dimension of the finite element space. This is worse than the formulations given in Section 3, e.g. in 
equation (3.1) only systems of size N are involved. There is a similar situation with the ODE 
formulation in the dynamic ase where the spatial dependence and time dependence are necessarily 
coupled because the resulting system of equations involves the mass matrix and stiffness matrix 
which are unrelated. However again we believe that it is worthwhile presenting the formulation if
only to show the equations that the creep modes satisfy. For simplicity we restrict attention to 
a body which is synchronous and homogeneous. 
For a synchronous and homogeneous body the semidiscrete viscodynamic equations are 
MUh(t)+A(Uh(t)--~i(o(t,s)Uh(s)ds)=F(t), (4.16) 
where Uh(t) is a vector of the nodal displacement values at time t, M and A are, respecively, the mass 
matrix and stiffness matrix as in (3.5) and F(t) relates to the loading at time t. Using the 
quasiseparable property with the global creep mode vectors ~ defined by 
= qg(a,)(t) I t (o~bJ)(s) Uh(s)ds, ~(t) (4.17) 
do 
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we have, with the notation of (4.4), that 
CjU h= I ;Vj- f l jWj and MO h+A U h -  2 Wj =F  (4.18) 
j=O 
and thus in the case of a generalized standard linear solid when Cj and flj = - ~j are constant in 
time we have 
Cj(M~J h -t- av  h) = M(~j  -- flj ~/j) + A(fVj -- ~jWj) 
=A(  ~ Wj)+CjF ,  j=O, . . . ,N~.  (4.19) 
\ j=0  
This is a system of third-order ODEs, of size N(N~ + 1), for the components of W0 . . . .  , Wu~ from 
which we obtain U h by 
N~, Nu, 
U" = Z Cj U h = • (fVj - flj W~). (4.20) 
j=O j=0 
Observe how Eq. (4.19) generalizes Eq. (4.3) but now, since there are two different matrices M and 
A, the system does not decouple into N independent systems of size (N~ + 1) as in the quasistatic 
case. 
5. Fractional calculus formulation 
A rather different approach to the viscoelasticity problem as described above is based upon the 
observed fact that viscoelastic materials behave in a way intermediate o that of solids and fluids. 
Interpreting this literally yields a constitutive law that contains fractional derivatives. Unfortu- 
nately we are unable here to give this interpretation the depth it deserves and instead try only to 
illustrate the main point. Our principal source of reference is [9]. Recall that the generic onstitut- 
ive law for a linear elastic solid is: tr = Eoe, and for a Newtonian fluid is: tr(t) = E1D 1 e(t). Here Eo, 
El are material constants and D i denotes ith-order time differentiation. Accepting the intermediate 
nature of a viscoelastic material the idea is to define the viscoelastic constitutive law as 
a(t) = Eoe(t) + EiD~e(t) (5.1) 
for constants Eo, Ea and ~ ~ [0, 1). The fractional derivative operator may be defined as 
d( 1 fi(t_s)_ e(s)ds)for  [O, 1)" (5.2) D ~e(t):= ~ F( I"  ~) 
We note the similarity to the power law (2.25). By firstly integrating by parts in (5.2) and then taking 
the differentiation through, Chern arrives at a constitutive law which is suitable for use within the 
standard finite element framework. Two solution schemes are considered: a solution in the Laplace 
transform domain and a direct time domain solution. In the latter case the history integral is 
discretized in exactly the same way as in (3.3). However, in this ease, as with the power law, there is 
no efficient history storage and so the operation counts and computer memory requirement grow 
without bound as the time step is diminished. 
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6. Constitutive nonlinearity 
We have already mentioned in the Introduction that there is some evidence to suggest hat 
constitutive nonlinearity sets in before geometrically nonlinear effects become important. As an 
example see the results of creep simulation for a nylon 66 compound in [36], where it is clear that 
the instantaneous elastic deformation is captured very well by the linear models (2.4) and (2.5), but 
the long-time predicted response deteriorates markedly as the loading increases. It is for this reason 
that we believe it more important o firstly understand this phenomenological aspect of the 
nonlinearity before attempting to incorporate models of finite deformation (geometric nonlin- 
earity). 
A rather general way to derive a nonlinear constitutive relationship is via the Green-Rivlin 
approach; here the stress is expanded as a polynomial of functionals of the strain history and then 
truncated after a finite number of terms. (That is, a sum of n multiple integrals with multiplicity 
ranging from 1 to n.) The major drawback with this approach would appear to be the difficulty in 
obtaining specific forms for the kernel functions. The standard texts usually cover this theory, e.g., 
[15] or [10]. 
Fortunately, rather than using such a complex model we have at our disposal an alternate 
possibility. Numerical (and analytic) results for creep tests, when compared with experimental data, 
seem to indicate that the natural time scale of viscoelastic materials depends upon the load 
intensity. For a creep test this is tantamount to saying that the ~ in (2.20), for example, depend 
upon the strain (or stress). A constitutive model due to [31] (see also: [32, 33]) in simplified form 
actually has such a mechanism built in. Let a and ~ represent a generic stress and strain and let q~ be 
the corresponding relaxation function for a non-ageing but linear material. The simplified Schapery 
model is then 
a(t) = q~(e(t))5(0) + f l  ~o(e(t) - e(s))~(s) ds. (6.1) 
If we compare the form of this to (2.5) we see that the only difference is that the present and 
historical times are replaced with the reduced time Q(t). This reduced time allows for a shift in the 
natural time scale of the material and is expressed as a nonlinear functional of a shift fimction ~, 
which in turn is dependent upon stress or strain - or both. [21, 22] employ a model of this type with 
depending upon the volumetric strain: ,9 = trace (~:). In this case 
f l  -- b'9 (6.2) 
ds and loglo~ - fo ( fo  + ,9) Q(t)  = 
where b and fo are material constants. The latter of (6.2) is known as Doolittle's equation, [14]. 
A disadvantage with this formulation is that it seems difficult to analyze. This notwithstanding, for
an algorithm and numerical tests based upon (6.1) we refer to [40, Chap. 3]; and for the same based 
upon the partially integrated form of (6.1) - the nonlinear analogue to (2.4) - to [34, Ch. 7]. Space 
prevents us from including the results here but the indications as to the applicability of this model 
seem very favourable. Also, if ~o is separable a recursive history storage mechanism ay be devised 
to maintain the memory and operation count requirements constant during the time stepping. 
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7. Concluding remarks and summary 
Before Closing there are few pertinent observations worth making: 
(1) Of the three schemes considered for the linear problem in Sections 3-5, the Volterra 
formulation appears to be the most preferable. Whilst it is true that the ODE formulation 
(Section 4) effectively eliminates the solution history storage problem, it leads, in the general 
case, to systems of equations much larger than the number of degrees of freedom in the finite 
element space. Such a linear system would need to be constructed and solved at each time 
step, although if the relaxation functions are given by the Dirichlet series, (2.20) (which is 
non-ageing and quasiseparable), then the system matrix is time independent, and thus could 
usefully be factored. In this case the ODE formulation may be competitive but, of course, the 
matrix involved in the Volterra formulation is, in this case, also time independent (and smaller). 
The method of fractional calculus (Section 5) is an elegant formulation, it is also direct 
and to-the-point in addressing the dual constitutive nature of viscoelastic materials. Its major 
limitation is the necessity of storing the entire solution history as the time-stepping progresses, 
whereas the Volterra formulation, with quasiseparable r laxation functions, can exploit the 
recursion (2.17). 
(2) The attraction of having a linear relaxation function in the form of a Dirichlet series is based 
upon the efficient history storage mechanism implied by (2.17) coupled with the Volterra formula- 
tion. This results in an algorithm requiring the solution of the smallest possible matrices with 
operation counts and computer memory requirement bounded independently of the time step (for 
constant T). The pressing question is: "How applicable is (2.20)?" This seems rather difficult to 
answer in a concrete way. On the one hand: [39] states that extreme senstivity to the data can be 
encountered when attempting to fit expressions like (2.20) to experimental data. Whilst on the 
other: the collocation procedure mployed by 1-13] (see also [22]) is eminently straightforward. It is 
also important to understand how these data errors can propagate through the time stepping and 
affect any theoretical error bound. 
(3) Validating the numerical schemes against experimental data is vital, but here we encounter 
some difficulty. Uniaxial creep data for polymeric materials i readily available in the literature, but 
to test against his amounts to little more than solving the constitutive equation. A thorough test of 
the schemes would require more sophisticated experimental data. This seems much more difficult 
to obtain. 
(4) There is a need for adaptivity and meaningful error indicators in any numerical scheme and 
those described above are certainly no exception. The error bounds (3.2), (3.4) and (3.6) suffer in the 
same way as many bounds for time-dependent problems. The sharpest bound that we are able at 
the moment o state on u(t~) - U(t~) involves a constant hat grows exponentially in time. If the 
solution also grows similarly then this is probably acceptable, but experience shows that for the 
solid viscoelasticity problem it does not. The Gronwall emma does not provide a meaningful error 
estimate for this problem. 
(5) The numerical indications are that the nonlinear approaches alluded to in Section 6 
are efficient (in the sense that they can use recursive history storage if the linear 
relaxation function is quasiseparable) and give very good results when tested on experimental creep 
data. The drawback is that, at present, we have absolutely no theoretical analysis to justify this 
claim. 
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